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ABSTRACT

INVESTIGATING POTENTIAL CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS

ON THE HYDROLOGY OF THE RHINE RIVER BASIN

Nonnie Woodruff

Department of Physics

Bachelor of Science

Climate change is shifting precipitation patterns and increasing storm inten-

sity. With communities highly dependent on local water resources, these

changes to precipitation could lead to major societal impacts. Here we ex-

plore the sensitivity of the hydrologic cycle in the Rhine River basin to changes

in precipitation. Using the Community Water Model (CWatM), we analyze

changes in the components of the hydrologic cycle to precipitation scenarios

ranging from a 50 percent decline to a 50 percent increase. By incrementally

changing precipitation in the basin, we will determine the extent to which the

components of the hydrologic cycle will change and whether there are impor-

tant precipitation thresholds associated with sudden change to these compo-

nents. These analyses will form the basis of a framework to understand the

sensitivity of the hydrologic cycle in other basins to changing climate condi-

tions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

All societies depend on hydrologic processes to maintain or replenish their water

supply. Any changes to these processes can upset the water budget in the region,

especially when water resources are low. Water resources are defined as the availability

and society capacity to acquire and maintain water in a clean and stable process,

as well as the society’s preparation against unforeseen political, environmental, or

atmospheric changes [2]. Securing such water resources is a challenge to many nations

throughout the world as they depend on these resources to maintain or build up their

civilization [3].

Precipitation patterns vary from year to year as a result of climate change, and

societies will be effected by this. Extreme precipitation is referred to as either floods or

droughts [4]. Floods are often caused by increased rainfall at extreme levels. Droughts

are caused either by extreme decreased rainfall, or temperature increase [4]. Both of

these extreme precipitation effects stress the water security, and the civilizations

dependent upon those resources. For example, the water sources might lessen in the

summer, causing droughts while the winters might become wetter, with increased

chances of floods.

1
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Figure 1.1 A topographic map of the Rhine River basin, including countries
within the basin, and other rivers. [1]

Such is the case with the Rhine River basin located within the countries Austria,

Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg, Netherlands, and Switzerland(Fig 1.1). The

Rhine River is an example basin used with a new hydrological model to determine how

sensitive a few hydrological variables are to changes in precipitation. These variables

are discharge, groundwater recharge, two depths of soil moisture, evapotranspiration,

and precipitation minus evapotranspiration (P-E). These variables are explained in

depth in Section 1.4. Two experiments were performed on the Rhine River Basin

precipitation input, varying how much rainfall the Rhine received in a 30 year period

from 1981-2010. The other purpose of these two experiments is to see how the six

hydrological variables are affected by different precipitation scenarios. In addition,
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the simulation results can be used in future hydrological analyses of this basin for

comparison to other river basins.

1.1 Climate Change

For as long as societies have lasted, humans have tried to predict the weather. Com-

plete and accurate records of weather patterns allow scientists to study and decipher

both subtle and major changes over the years. Recently, studies have indicated that

the climate can change in small ranges between one to ten years, and in larger ranges

beyond ten years. These larger changes are referred to as “Climate Change”. This

term was adopted in the late 1900’s, and has been used ever since.

One group known as The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

was created in 1988 to continue scientific research on the subject, and also to pro-

mote understanding of the same topic to the public [5]. The IPCC states “Climate

change refers to a change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g., using

statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties, and

that persists for an extended period, typically decades or longer” [6].

Climate can change due to the smallest variation of the worlds atmosphere. The

beat of a butterfly’s wings can set off a hurricane across the world. Geological phe-

nomena such as volcanoes throw unexpected clouds into the atmosphere, upsetting

the flow of climate. Solar mass ejections shoot highly charged particles towards the

Earth, upsetting the particles in the upper atmosphere [7].
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1.2 Intro to Hydrologic Models

Changes in the atmosphere are rigorously studied, but the results of the climate

changes are not incorporated in these models well. Since the climate drives the bio-

sphere of the Earth, it is necessary to include how water flows through the biosphere.

The missing piece of the model is the hydrological cycle. In order to add this missing

piece, scientists have created hydrological models to study the flow of water through

different river basins.

Both climate and hydrologic cycles are chaotic systems. One small variable dif-

ference in similar situations can lead to drastic or completely unrelated events, as

found by Edward Lorenz this is typical of chaotic systems. Some chaotic systems can

follow a trend, even with slightly different initial conditions, causing these systems

to have some level of predictability. Climate and hydrologic cycles follow this, being

that there is a level of predictability to them. Because of this, climate models are

used to find patterns and make future predictions [8]

In the book The Climate Modelling Primer the authors states “Climate models

are ... idealised representations of a complicated and complex reality through which

our understanding of the climate has significantly expanded” [8]. While these models

help us understand the trends of the weather, we first need to understand that these

models are based on studies of historic data. Using the trends of historical data and

computer coding languages, climate equations and relationships are studied using

climate and hydrological models. As a note to the reader, models are not going to

be able to predict the future, but they can be used to study the likely trends that

climate and hydrologic cycles may undergo in the future.
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1.3 Community Water Model

In this study of the Rhine River Basin, we used a state-of-the-art hydrologic model

created by the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) known

as the Community Water Model (CWatM). Figure 1.2 shows a detailed analysis of the

hydrologic exchanges in the land model. It takes into account household, agriculture

and livestock, and industry uses into the hydrological process [9].

Figure 1.2 CWatM - Water related processes included in the model de-
sign. It shows the different hydrologic processes that decrease, transport, or
increase water throughout the system.

The creators of CWatM say, “The configuration of the model is open source and

community-driven to promote our work among the wider water community and is

flexible enough to introduce further planned developments such as water quality and

hydro-economy.” The model is written entirely in the Python computer coding lan-

guage and compatible with versions 3.6 and newer. The name of the model includes
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“Community” which means it is a free model that anyone can download and use for

their own personal research. One way to access the code is to find it on on GitHub at

https://github.com/CWatM/CWatM. It is portable and can be run on Linux, Mac,

or Windows computing platforms. This code is constantly updated, with up to date

calculations of the flow of water through the hydrological basins [9].

CWatM is available with an instruction manual which can be found online at

https://cwatm.iiasa.ac.at/. The instructions give a tutorial on testing the model and

changing parameters to meet different research goals. It goes over the data analyzed

in the model, and how to calibrate it. Pseudo code and example set-ups show almost

step-by-step instructions to easily download and alter the code to get the model

running on any computer. For example, the model can be changed to take in other

files such as humidity and wind speed to calculate the reference evapotranspiration.

The data used in the model came from the Water and Global Change and Forcing

Data methodology applied to ERA-Interim (WATCH + WFDEI) data set which can

be accessed at http://www.eu-watch.org/data availability. This data consists of both

climate and hydrological data stored as a netCDF4 file [10]. The description of how

to modify these files is discussed more in detail in Chapter 2. Four input netCDF

files are necessary for CWatM to run. These are average temperature, reference

soil evapotranspiration, reference water evaporation, and precipitation. These files

consist of latitude and longitude arrays, where each section in the array represents

the average daily value of that specific variable over a geographical region. The size

of geographical area represented by the points in the array is 30 minutes in both

latitude and longitude directions.
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1.4 Key Hydrological Variables

CWatM runs the WATCH + WFDEI data through different parameters and equa-

tions in order to calculate the values of hydrologic variables in the hydrologic cycle

through the Rhine River Basin. As mentioned earlier, six variables studied are dis-

charge, groundwater recharge, two levels of soil moisture, evapotranspiration, and

precipitation minus evapotranspiration (P-E). All six of these variables are impor-

tant and often studied in hydrology, which is why they were chosen to be used to

study the effects of precipitation changes in the Rhine.

Each variable is in some way related to all the other variables in the hydrologic

cycle, since they are based on the water flow through the Rhine River basin. Discharge

refers to the total volume per second (m3/s) of water that exits at the mouth of the

river, usually into an Ocean. The variable is defined in CWatM after all the water in

the river system, flowing downstream, is calculated. The flow of the river and height

of the river effects different aspects of societies. These effects will be discussed in the

following section.

Groundwater recharge is the amount of precipitation that flows down into the

Earth. According to Professor Martin R. Hendriks of Physical Hydrology at Utrecht

University, “water beneath the land surface that fully saturates the pores (minute

holes) in the ground is called groundwater” [11]. The water becomes groundwater

after a time period that allows it to percolate down through the surface. Groundwater

recharge is thus the replenishing rate at which this water flows through the ground.

Soil moisture incorporates the amount of water in the soil at three different depth

ranges. The first level is from the surface down to 50 mm. The second encompasses a

depth between 50 to 2000 mm. The third soil moisture range is 2000 mm and deeper,

which is more than we are interested in looking at for this study. So, we will only
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look at the top two levels.

Evapotranspiration looks into the amount of water that moves out of the land,

rivers, lakes, and plants back into the air. This variable is the net amount of water

that is wicked away back into the atmosphere. It is not only dependent on how much

water is in the river basin, but the water capacity the atmosphere has. This capacity

is based on the temperature of the atmosphere in the river basin, making it a more

complicated than some other variables.

The difference between precipitation and evapotranspiration (P-E) shows the

amount of water that entered the basin through the atmosphere and reentered the

atmosphere again through evapotranspiration. It is the net flux of water from the

atmosphere to the basin. A positive value of P-E means that there is more water to

fill the other hydrological variables, such as supply water to the river, water that gets

absorbed into the ground, and water that turns into glaciers to melt later. Thus, a

positive value generally shows that the basin is full of water, whereas a negative value

shows that the basin is drying out.

1.5 Rhine River Basin

Located in central Europe, the Rhine River catchment consists of nine countries, and

is home to over fifty million people, who depend on its continuous reliable flow of water

to support the economy and life within the basin. The river provides transportation

of goods as well as people along the river and is necessary for the distribution of

food, supplies, and even people. It supplies water to people’s homes, as well as to

agriculture and livestock.

Recently, record floods have occurred within the basin during winter, and summer

droughts have left the river too low to pass transport boats [12]. With this major
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river basin in danger of dramatic climate change, it is a good candidate for studying

the six key hydrological variables.

The Rhine River was chosen for the CWatM variable sensitivity study because

of its importance to a major portion of the worlds population. Other river basins

could be studied using this model. In fact, the Mackenzie River Basin was another

river basin considered because of its location as a high latitude river. Problems arose

with trying to set up the model for this river. The main issue that arose came about

while trying to download all the global data for all river basins. In future experiment,

with time permitting, the data may be downloaded, and this same study can be

performed on other river basins. We anticipate the results will be similar to those

found in the study of the Rhine River basin, with numerical variations due to different

precipitation and weather patterns in each area around the globe.
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Chapter 2

Methods

In order to conduct this study, I worked with Michael J. Puma and James Miller.

Dr. Puma works at Columbia University and researches at the NASA Goddard

Institute for Space Studies and Center for Climate Systems Research at Columbia

University. Dr. Miller works at the Department of Marine and Coastal Sciences in

Rutgers University. He collaborated with Michael on the CWatM hydrologic variable

sensitivity project. We took CWatM, with the WATCH + WFDEI historic data,

and altered the input precipitation variable to see how it affects the key hydrological

variables. In order to accomplish this, we learned how to set up and run CWatM,

what type of files the variables were stored in, and how to change them.

From researching the history of the Rhine River Basin, we came across several

articles that suggested the climate varied from year to year. One article mentioned

two winters with floods and a summer with lower precipitation. Taking these articles

and studies, we modeled the changes in our hydrological study after these scenarios,

but the exact experiments will be discussed further in this chapter.

11
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2.1 Community Water Model Set Up

CWatM runs hundreds of calculations, with hundreds of variables passed through the

Python code. I began the experiment by first familiarizing myself with the online set

up instructions created by IIASA [9]. Though you could look through the CWatM set

up instructions, I found a few simple modifications of the code to set up the model.

The following is a brief walk through of the steps to set up CWatM.

First, download the files from GitHub, and set up the files in folders as shown in

figures 2.1 and 2.2. Make sure the four input files from WATCH+WFDEI dataset

is in the climate folder. Store the geographical and topographical data of the river

basin in the cwatm input30min file. Finally, place all the Python code from GitHub

in the source folder.

Figure 2.1 Screenshot of cwatm folder.
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Figure 2.2 Screenshot of folders within cwatm folder.

Next, the settings file, which is the Configuration settings file type within the

CWatM folder, needs to be opened in a Notepad or WordPad to alter a few lines of

code for the program to run. Three specific sections need to be altered. The first

section is the file paths, roughly found between lines 87 and 108. Figure 2.3 shows

the section of code in the settings file where the default path is defined. This is the

folders address at the top of the file explorer.
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Figure 2.3 Screenshot of settings file, with example path names to run the
program. Note: The path will vary depending on where the files are placed
in the computer.

The next section to update, or modify is the time the model will run for, take

data of, and stop at. The WATCH + WFDEI data starts at 1961 and contains daily

data until 2013. However, since most climate studies are over 30 year periods, any

30 year span could be studied between the years 1961 and 2013. For this study, we

chose to look at 1981-2010 because it is closer to current date, and fits the 30 year

range for climate research.
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Figure 2.4 Screenshot of settings file, with example step start, step end,
and spin up time. Note: the time start, end, and step will depend on the
time frame studied for the experiment.

Finally, choosing the variables to save in the output file are found at the very end

of the settings file. There are dozens of variables to choose from to study. These

variables are listed in the instructions page provided by IIASA, however, some were

found by guessing variable names. Michael Puma was in contact with two scientist

who worked for IIASA named Peter Burek and Yoshi Wada. We communicated with

them to determine what the variables we were studying were defined as in CWatM.

These variables used in this experiment are shown as output in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 Screenshot of settings file, with example output variables. Note:
there are dozens more variables to choose from. The variables shown here
are the ones chosen for this particular study.

After saving all the modifications to the settings file, go into the source file and

open the Python script called “cwatm3.py”. In line 232 is the path address defined

for the Python code to access all the initial conditions set up in the settings file.

Comment out all settings file lines of code except one, and place the address of the

file there. This can be seen in Figure 2.6. Save the Python script.
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Figure 2.6 Screenshot of line 232 in cwatm3 Python code.

Now, with both files altered properly, the model is almost ready to be run. Open

Anaconda Prompt or another form of command prompt. Two libraries need to be

installed. An easy way to do this is to type “conda install netCDF4” if using Anaconda

prompt, to install netCDF4. The same thing can be done when installing gdal,

but instead type “conda install gdal”. If for some reason, Anaconda Prompt is not

being used, then the proper syntax for that prompt line will need to be used. While

installing these libraries, the system will stop and ask “ Proceed ([y]/n)?”, when this

comes up for both netCDF4 and gdal, type ‘y’ and the installation will finish within

moments.

The model should be ready to run. Before running the program, make sure that

everything is set up correctly. In order to do this, follow the instructions of running the

model in the CWatM instructions, or just type “Python C:/Users/cryst/Desktop/CWatM/rhine30min/source/cwatm3.py

settings rhine30min.ini c” with the correct file path for your computer in the Ana-

conda Prompt. The ‘-c’ at the end of the path tells the program to check the model
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to make sure all the variables work and move around the Python script properly,

and that all the files are present with the correct path location. A list of variables

and definitions should be printed, with a time start and time end printed once the

program has been checked. This usually takes about a second or two if no errors

occur. However, if an error does occur, an error message will pop up, with a decent

description of the problem to help the user debug the error quickly and painlessly. If

the list of variables are printed, then replace the ‘-c’ with a ‘-l’ to run the program,

and collect the data from the CWatM. Then, proceed to sit back, drink hot chocolate,

and wait five to thirty minutes for the program to finish.

2.2 Variables

CWatM is a large and complicated model. It studies all the major and minor motions

of water through the river basin. Such calculations include glacier growth and melt,

the movement of water into agriculture, and runoff over the land. In order to separate

and create an easier system to manage, the model is set up using modules. As stated

by The Python Software Foundation, “Python has a way to put definitions in a file

and use them in a script or in an interactive instance of the interpreter. Such a file

is called a module; definitions from a module can be imported into other modules or

into the main module” [13]. A module in essence, takes a definition of a variable,

or function, and stores it in a Python script. This definition or variable is called

into other Python scripts with the module Python syntax to be used to calculate

the values of other variables. This cuts down on duplicate definitions of one variable

or function. The code will be shorter, and easier to read, and, with proper naming

conventions used, the Python scripts will be easy to navigate.
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2.2.1 CWatM Variable Storage

The six key hydrological variables studied are defined in the Python code as objects

and are initialized with the syntax of self.var. followed by the name of the vari-

able within the code. For example, the precipitation variable would be initialized as

self.var.precipitation. In the modular setup of CWatM, another Python script can call

the script where precipitation was initialized and then be able to modify the variable,

or use it to calculate another variable. All the variables are stored and passed in this

way throughout all the Python scripts.

In order to initialize all of the variables, the settings file defines them based off

the data from the WATCH + WFDEI data set that should be stored in the climate

folder, shown back in Figure 2.2. CWatM then runs through thousands of calculations,

altering the hydrological values and storing them within the appropriate variables.

Other important variables that CWatM stores inside the Python scripts, and uses

in the modules, are the geographical and topographical data. These variables are not

altered, but they are passed throughout the model to help calculate the hydrological

variables. Since the geographical and topographical variables are unaltered, we will

not discuss them any further.

2.2.2 netCDF Files

I mentioned netCDF files briefly while describing setting up CWatM, and the variable

file type. In more depth, a netCDF file is a file format used for storing multidimen-

sional data with multiple variables. The files format was developed to be a uniform

file standard which makes studying climate orderly across the world. These files are

the basis of CWatM, being all the topographical, input, climate and geological data

specific to the river basin.
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When the CWatM Python scripts define variables, in the process discussed in the

previous section, those variables are multidimensional because they are defined by the

corresponding netCDF file. The mutliple dimensions in every netCDF file come from

four variables. These four variables within each file are latitude, longitude, time, and

the hydrological variable (i.e. Precipitation, temperature, soil moiture, etc). So, while

the variables are altered, specific Python syntax allows for only the desired variable

within the netCDF file data to be altered, in this case, the hydrological variable.

After CWatM runs through all the variables, having finished altering each one, the

six key hydrological variables are stored in the Output folder as netCDF files.

In order to test the sensitivity of the six key hydrological variables, one of the

four input variables located in the climate folder shown in Figure 2.2 must be altered.

The specifics of which variable and how it is altered for this particular study are

discussed in the section below. For now, I will focus on the syntax to alter a netCDF

file. The input netCDF files of the four input variables, like the variables defined

within CWatM, also are multidimensional with four variables woven together. With

this understanding, to change a netCDF file can be done using a Python script which

will read in the file and change the specific variable, or spliced section of the variables

array, where desired for the specific research being performed. Checking the altered

data for accurate alterations is a very important step, to ensure when the model is

run, the program will run the proper experiment. An example of changing a netCDF

file is provided in the Appendix.

2.2.3 Plotting

Once the input variables are altered, the model can be run for each of the different

modifications required for the study. This will produce another output netCDF file

for each of the key hydrological variables. There are several applications or programs
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used to open these netCDF files to open them and plot the data within the files.

Dr. Robert B. Schmunk, a scientist at GISS, authored the computer program

called “Panoply.” [14]. This program reads netCDF files and then produces a 2

dimensional graph of the data along the latitude and longitude coordinates (See axis

on Figure 2.7). The graph portrays the average precipitation value for each grid cell

of the data on the graph, and fits it to the geographical latitude and longitude values

provided from the files.

Figure 2.7 Rhine River basin original 1995 annual precipitation.
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Figure 2.8 Rhine River basin 1995 annual precipitation, altered +50%.

Figure 2.7 is an example graph produced by Panolpy from the original precipita-

tion data of the Rhine River Basin. The title gives the name of the variable being

plotted, as well as the type of data.

Figure 2.8 is the same year averaged, however, this is data that was altered to be

50% greater than the original data in Figure 2.7. When the data is fit to the scale

provided below the plot, the color patterns are exactly the same. Do not be fooled!

This image looks identical if not exactly the same as the original graph. This is as we

expect, since all the data was altered by the same percentage. But, a closer analysis

of values on the color bar shows an increase of 50% numerically.
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Figure 2.9 Rhine River basin 1995 annual precipitation, difference plot of
altered +50% and original plots.

Another feature with Panolpy is the ability to create difference plots. Figure 2.9

has the same pattern of both Figures 2.7 and 2.8. The data from both of the graphs

are subtracted, and then plotted. The only way to tell the difference is the values

on the color bar. This feature of Panoply helped with the verification that the data

altered was correctly changed. With the new data values, we then could run CWatM

with full confidence that the model would run correctly, and produce accurate results.
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Figure 2.10 Precipitation data plotted using Python script provided in the
appendix.

While Panoply helped verify our data was correctly altered, it did not produce

graphs of our liking. Taking a Python script created by Dr. B. Cook from NASA

GISS, I altered it to upload the netCDF file in the Output folder to create a color plot

based off of the data collected in the geographical location of the Rhine River basin.

The script prints country borders and ocean lines on the plots created, allowing for

a more realistic plot of the basin being studied. In the Appendix is an example code

of a Python script used for the hydrological sensitivity experiment is provided.

2.3 Sensitivity Testing Scenarios

The purpose of this research was to study the sensitivity of the six hydrological

variables. After CWatM was downloaded, and running properly, the experiment was

ready to begin. First, we needed an idea of how to study the variables. A quick look
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at CWatM showed us the model depended on four input netCDF files located in the

Climate Folder. I have mentioned these before in Section 1.3 and again in Section

2.2.2. Of the four input variables, precipitation was altered in two different ways to

complete two experiments.

The average yearly precipitation, when it is unaltered, is shown in Figure 2.10.

This shows the different areas of the Rhine River Basin as an average annual pre-

cipitation over a 30 year period, which is a typical range of years to be studied by

climatologists. With an idea of what the average precipitation looks like, now we can

change the precipitation to fit the following experiment.

2.3.1 Experiment One

The initial experiment was based off the idea that we need to see how the variables

behave when all data points of one netCDF file are altered uniformly, or in other

words, all the numbers in the precipitation array are changed by the same percent.

This will show us the dependence each variable has on precipitation. Thus, creating

a base to compare future results to as well, seeing if similar trends occur.

The experiment focused on changing every single average daily precipitation data

point, meaning every days worth of data. Since the CWatM runs through all the data

one day at a time, altering one data point was easy enough.

Using the Python code provided in the Appendix to change netCDF files, the

original precipitation netCDF file was altered in 10% increments, ranging from a

50% decrease to a 50% increase. The results of this experiment will be discussed in

Chapter 3.
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2.3.2 Experiment Two

The first experiment was designed to show how the variables are affected by precip-

itation changes, however, based on recent studies the average summer precipitation

is drier, causing drastic changes in the hydrology of the Rhine River basin [15]. The

second study was designed to study the summer, focusing on altering only the months

June, July and August.

The percentage increments were similar to experiment one, by decreasing in steps

of 10%, down to 50%. A drought would show decreased precipitation, therefore, we

did not choose to increase the precipitation as we did in the first experiment. In order

to obtain this experiment, the three summer months in the netCDF files were altered.

Using Python, and simple leap year logic, the appropriate sections in the array

were altered by a percentage between 10 and 50%. The results from the second

experiment are also discussed in Chapter 3.

2.3.3 Future Potential Experiments

As discussed in Chapter 1 of this paper, CWatM was initialized at GISS for the use of

studying other river basins, as well as looking into different experiments of the Rhine

River basin. The WATCH + WFDEI not only contain the datasets for the Rhine

River basin, but for all the major river basins as well. With this data, CWatM can

be used to run similar experiments on hydrological variables within the other major

river basins.

The original plan for setting up the Community Water Model was to study river

basins that emptied out near the Arctic Ocean, or into it. One of these river basins

was the Mackenzie River Basin. However, due to the data being too large, and taking

too long to download with our time constraints, we were forced to abandon that river
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basin, and use the Rhine River as our experimental basin. However, in future studies,

including ones at GISS, the MacKenzie River will be studied and analyzed by varying

the input data. The full WATCH + WFDEI dataset would be downloaded, so that

the geographical, hydrological and climate data of that river can be input into the

model.

Another study that will be available after downloading the entire WATCH +

WFDEI dataset will be the ability to alter the three other input variables. For the first

two experiments, we were only able to alter precipitation. The other three variables

are fixed values, based off the Moreno and Hasenauer calculation of temperature and

both soil and water evaporation [16]. The complete WATCH + WFDEI dataset will

allow CWatM to calculate these three variables, and keep their dependence on each

other. When set up correctly, the alteration of one variable will then change the other

two variables accurately. This will allow for future studies of temperature changes in

river basins.
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Chapter 3

Results and discussion

In this study, the data collected came from the two experiments that were run as

explained in Chapter Two. The results are based on the WATCH+WFDEI dataset,

and output of the six key hydrological variables.

We sought to determine the sensitivity of the hydrological variables. First, we set

up CWatM and then familiarized ourselves with the netCDF input files and variables.

Two experiments were conducted, with the output variables stored in separate folders

to keep organized.

The following sections go over the individual experiment’s results. Scatter plots

of the relationship between the variables and the precipitation changes are included.

Plots of the outputs for each of the six key hydrological variables are provided in the

Appendix.

Before jumping into the results of these experiments, I will explain how to read

the scatter plots. The bottom axis shows the percentage the precipitation variable

was altered. The title provides the name of the variable plotted on the vertical axis.

The units of this variable are printed along the vertical axis.

29
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3.1 Experiment One Analysis

Figure 3.1 Discharge for experiment 1, over the years 1981-2010

The annual discharge of the Rhine River basin is over 2,000 m3/s [17], which is the

average value of discharge when the Precipitation Difference (%) on the graph is zero

(see Figure 3.1). This shows us that the model reproduced the historical average data.

The discharge results show a linear relationship between the annual river discharge

due to the increase and decrease in precipitation. This makes sense because the

more water you put into the basin, the more water will flow out of the mouth of the

river. This result matches what was experienced in Europe between the years 1993-

1995. When in extreme cases, like the floods of 1993/1994 and 1995, the precipitation

overwhelmed the river, adding to it in great quantities, causing the river to swell, as

well as flooding major cities built along the banks [1].
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Figure 3.2 Groundwater recharge for experiment 1, over the years 1981-2010

In Figure 3.2, it shows the groundwater recharge through the soil of the Rhine

River basin, averaged over the years studied. The amount of groundwater recharge

is also dependant upon a few other variables which were kept constant. One of these

variables is the quality of the ‘tiny holes’ within the soil what water can seep through.

The quality of these ‘tiny holes’ places a limit on the rate at which the groundwater

can be replenished. Thus, we are not surprised at the slight concave down curve

associated with the precipitation difference and the groundwater recharge. However,

since this curve is very minor, we can assume that the limit is far from being reached.
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Figure 3.3 Soil Moisture 0-50 mm for experiment 1, over the years 1981-2010

Figure 3.4 Soil Moisture 50-2000 mm experiment 1, over the years 1981-2010

Both figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the soil moisture change with precipitation. The

first plot refers to the top soil moisture layer (0-50mm), and the second plot refers

to the second (50-2000mm). Just like discharge and groundwater recharge, we see

that there is a positive correlation between the soil moisture and the precipitation

difference.
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The first soil moisture level results vary between 6.83 mm up to 7.76 mm. The

total difference between these two points is 0.93 mm for the 50 mm of depth studied.

The second soil moisture level results vary between 90.42 mm and 111.06 mm. The

total difference between these is 20.64 mm. If we calculate this value as an average

difference in a 50 mm depth, in order to compare to the first soil moisture level, we

obtain a result of 0.53 mm.

When we compare these values, we see that the first layer of soil moisture changes

more dramatically than the second. The second soil moisture plot appears to change

more dramatically, but that is only due to the deeper soil level studied. Also, just

like groundwater recharge, the soil moisture is dependant on the type of soil in the

ground, and the quantity of water that it can hold. As we increased the precipitation

50% the soil stops accepting as much water. This makes it reach another limit of how

much water it can retain. We see this in both the soil moisture graphs.

Figure 3.5 ET for experiment 1, over the years 1981-2010

Figure 3.5 shows the evapotranspiration and change in precipitation are also pos-

itively correlated. Not only that, but as we expect, the plot approaches a maximum
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as the precipitation increases. This asymptotic behavior is due to the fact the tem-

perature is not rising anymore than it did in history. This means the air moisture

limit is no higher than it was between the years of the study (1981-2010). One of

the main ways to make the air moisture increase is to increase the temperature. By

not altering temperature, it limits the evaporation from the ground to be the exact

same that it was in history. The limit approached for evapotranspiration is over 267.8

mm/yr, the last value calculated by our experiment.

Figure 3.6 P-E flux for experiment 1, over the years 1981-2010

Figure 3.6 shows a positive correlation between the precipitation difference and

P-E, though it is not linear. Also, the data does not approach a maximum unlike

most of the other variables. This is a peculiar result, but upon analysis, we can make

sense of it. The difference between precipitation and evapotranspiration is positive.

This means that there is water left over in the basin to get absorbed in the other

hydrological variables. This keeps the basin flowing with water, like stated about

P-E in the introduction.

The P-E’s relationship to precipitation difference becomes steeper because as we
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increase the amount of the water into the basin, the amount of water that can be

evaporated. This is due to the atmospheric limit imposed on evapotranspiration. As

more water evaporates into the atmosphere, the temperature imposed limit forces the

remaining water to remain in the basin. This makes the other hydrological variables

reach their limits, becoming saturated faster, leaving more water to flow down the

river, or over the land as runoff, repeating what actually occurred during the winters

of 1993-1995.

On the lower end of the plot, when precipitation decreased 50%, the difference

between precipitation and evapotranspiration levels out. This could be due to ground

already drying out over these 30 years, making the basin drier, and thus more likely to

absorb any water that falls onto the land. This in turn, makes for more surface area

for water to evaporate from. So, the rate at which water falls and then evaporates

out of the land will approach a lower limit. The water in the land will still flow, but

it will be more limited because now there is less water to flow through the basin’s

hydrological system. When the river lowers, the soil moisture decreases, and the

ground water becomes depleted over time, this will lead to a drought in the basin.

3.2 Experiment Two Analysis

The following graphs from the second experiment show the same variables. However

for the second experiment, only the data of the three summer months were plotted

(June, July, and August). For this reason it was necessary to change the units for the

plots. Rather than study the variables with respect to yearly averages, the variables

were studied with respect to daily averages. For this experiment we were focused on

mimicking a drought. This is shown in our plots on the horizontal axis where the

precipitation values decrease from 0% to -50%.
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Figure 3.7 Discharge for experiment 2, over the years 1981-2010

The average discharge over the summer months in 30 years follows a positive

correlation with the precipitation difference. This correlation is not linear, but follows

a slight upward trend. This makes sense because as you increase the amount of water

in the basin, all the other variables take in water at a slower rate, making the left

over water run into the river, down to the ocean.

Figure 3.8 Groundwater recharge for experiment 2, over the years 1981-2010
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The groundwater is located about 10 km below the surface of the Earth. It takes

time for the water to percolate through the soil. These two qualities allow us to

understand the results from Figure 3.7. This graph shows the groundwater recharge

is hardly affected by the summer precipitation decrease. Since only June, July, and

August were used to calculate the average values in the plot, and water takes time

to move through the surface of the Earth, the actual effects of groundwater recharge

would be seen in later months. We did not plot these future months because we were

focused on the summer months specifically.

Figure 3.9 Soil Moisture 0-50 mm for experiment 2, over the years 1981-2010
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Figure 3.10 Soil Moisture 50-2000 mm experiment 2, over the years 1981-
2010

The two layers of soil moisture levels of 0-50mm and 50-2000mm depths are af-

fected by the decrease in precipitation. Both Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show a positive

correlation. However, the correlations vary between the two. The first soil layer

ranges between 5.3 mm up to 6.3 mm of moisture. This is a difference of 1 mm in a

50 mm layer depth. The second soil layer ranges between 85.9 mm to 96.1 mm. The

difference of this value is 10.2 mm. However, to make it comparable to the first layer,

this variation is 0.26 mm in a 50 mm layer depth. This shows that the second soil

moisture layer is affected one fourth the amount of the first soil layer. Also, it could

be argued that the soil moisture between 50-2000mm has a linear correlation. This

could be due to the time it takes for the precipitation to percolate to those depths.

This time difference may very well correspond with the amount that the precipita-

tion was altered, making it a linear relationship. Other precipitation changes, or time

frames studied could produce different results that are less linear.
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Figure 3.11 ET for experiment 2, over the years 1981-2010

Evapotranspiration in Figure 3.11 follows the same positive correlation as all the

other variables. The correlation is not linear. The rate at which evapotranspiration

increases slows down with the more water poured into the system. This could increase

up to a point, making the trend asymptotic. This is expected since the amount of

water the atmosphere can hold has a physical limit. Once that limit is reached, then

the atmosphere becomes saturated, and it stops evapotranspiration. We do not reach

that limit in this analysis, but we predict that we would see the trend if we had

continued to study up to +50% like in experiment 1.
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Figure 3.12 P-E flux for experiment 2, over the years 1981-2010

With such a short time frame studied, and also being the hottest part of the year,

the results of (P-E) shown in Figure 3.12 are practically zero. With such minimal

difference between precipitation and evapotranspiration with the change in precip-

itation, we can deduce that nearly all the water that falls onto the land from the

atmosphere is evaporated back up into the atmosphere. This could be due to the

temperature increasing the evapotranspiration limit, and a decrease in rainfall over

the summer. Despite the values being small, a positive correlation of these values and

the decrease in precipitation is apparent.

3.3 Comparison

One important variation between the two experiments to be reminded of again is the

time difference of the data analyzed. The first experiment studied the average year as

all the precipitation was altered. The second experiment studied the average summer

months as only those three precipitation values were altered (June, July, and August).

This makes the comparison between the results a little ambiguous. But, despite this
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variation in interpretation, the results of experiment one can be compared to those

of experiment two.

Discharge in both experiments can be approximated to have a linear trend, how-

ever, upon further analysis, both tend to become steeper with more precipitation

added to the basin. Both are around 2000 m/s3, with the summer months being a

little lower than the average yearly value. This suggests that the river is lower in the

summer time, which follows the recent trends with reports of the river dipping below

the safe limit for boats to move through the water.

Groundwater Recharge varies drastically between the two experiments. While

precipitation was altered for the entire year, a strong positive correlation could be

drawn through the data points. The second experiment showed hardly any change in

the groundwater recharge values. This is due to the physical feature that groundwater

runs about 10 km under the surface of the Earth. For the summer months, the

precipitation change took time to percolate through the soil and alter the groundwater

recharge levels. This then left the rest of the year for the normal precipitation to

percolate down and correct what changes had occurred from the summers drier season.

In both experiments, the soil moisture layer from 0-50 mm precipitation saw a dif-

ference of about 1 mm, and followed the same positive correlation curve. The second

soil moisture layer from 50-2000 mm also had a positive correlation, but they varied

in the strength of the correlation. The summer months created a more linear relation-

ship, whereas the annual average produced an asymptotic relationship between the

change in precipitation and the soil moisture. This could be influenced by a variety

of factors, one of which is the time that it takes for the water to flow down to the

deeper layer of the Earth’s soil. The second experiment had more time to correct the

changes made to this deeper layer, just like the groundwater recharge.

Evapotranspiration in both experiments follow the same asymptotic approach to
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a maximum value. The summer is the hottest part of the year which makes the rate

of evapotranspiration highest at that point, just over 1 mm/day. Whereas an average

evapotranspiration of 0.7 mm/day when the annual averages are calculated.

The most drastic difference between two variables in these experiments was P-E.

The differences between these show that water flows through the basin throughout

the entire year, while the basin remains at constant water levels during the sum-

mer months. From this, we can assume that most of the rainfall occurs during the

other nine months of the year, when the temperature is not as high, and the rate of

evapotranspiration is less.
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Conclusion and Further Work

The Rhine River basin, located in Europe, was used to study six key hydrological

variables. These variables were discharge, groundwater recharge, soil moisture, evap-

otranspiration, precipitation minus evapotranspiration (P-E). The study used a model

created by IIASA, known as the Community Water Model (CWatM). After setting up

the model and choosing the six variables, two experiments were conducted. Both of

the experiments changed the precipitation values from the WATCH + WFDEI data,

to model droughts or floods. The results from these experiments were then compared

briefly.

As seen through changing the amount of average precipitation in the Rhine River

basin over the entire year, or summer months, most of the key hydrological variables

are effected linearly. This is expected, since precipitation is the water source for all

river basins, fueling the hydrological cycle.

With further analysis on the Rhine River we could explore sensitivity of different

hydrological variables with the changes that we imposed in experiment one and two.

Also, the variables can be studied at the daily timescale to see how often the key

hydrological variables dip below the threshold value for the specific basin, and study

43
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the same dips during the precipitation change experiments. This would help to further

study the sensitivity of the variables, and get a sense of the variable patterns for

dipping below said variable threshold.

This analysis and the results are also intended to be duplicated for other river

basins. The key hydrological variables can be compared to the sensitivity of the

hydrological variables from one river basin to the next. It is the hope to continue this

study, further adding to the ongoing research of individual rivers.
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Appendix A

Appendix

A.1 Key Hydrological Variable Annual Average

Graphs

Figure A.1 Average annual river discharge of the Rhine river as taken from
the years 1981-2010
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Figure A.2 Average annual groundwater recharge throughout the Rhine
river basin as taken from the years 1981-2010

Figure A.3 Average annual soil moisture (0-50 mm) throughout the Rhine
river basin as taken from the years 1981-2010
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Figure A.4 Average annual soil moisture (50-2000 mm) throughout the
Rhine river basin as taken from the years 1981-2010

Figure A.5 Average annual evapotranspiration throughout the Rhine river
basin as taken from the years 1981-2010
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Figure A.6 Average annual P-E to the land as taken from the years 1990-
2010
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A.2 Python Code - Alter netCDF4 file

1 # −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

2 #

3 # ####### ######## #### ####

4 # ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

5 # ## ## ### ###

6 # ## ## ### ###

7 # ## #### ## ### ###

8 # ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

9 # ####### ######## ##### #####

10 #

11 # Name: alter prec data

12 #

13 # Purpose: Change the Precipitation value of netCDF4 files used in the CWat

14 # model. The code can be changed to suite other modifications to

15 # the netCDF4 files.

16 #

17 # Author: N. Woodruff, M.J.Puma

18

19 # Created: 16/07/2019

20 # −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

21

22 import calendar

23 import netCDF4
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24

25 # Percentage change to be implemented to the precipitation variable

26 percentPr = 0.5

27

28 # Open up netCDF file

29 # ”r+” is read the data, alter it, and save it back to the original file.

30 with netCDF4.Dataset("0.5_pr_rhine.nc", "r+") as dset:

31

32 # Set the data of precipitation to be a new variable

33 # The notes after the OriginalData are the different sizes and meanings of

34 # the different parts of the 3 dimensional array

35 OriginalData = dset[’prec’][:,:,:] #[ time , lat , lon ] [19358, 12, 14]

36

37 numDaysInRegYear = 365 # Initialize the data variable

38 numDaysInLeapYear = 366

39

40 totalDays = 0 # Initialize variable

41

42 # Loop through all the years the netCDF file contains (You have to know

43 # this number)

44 for year in range(1961, 2014):

45 if calendar.isleap(year) == True:

46 for j in range(numDaysInLeapYear):

47

48 # Summer time −> June−July−Aug

49 # Alter the original data, and save it to the file
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50 if 152 <= j <= 243:

51 dset[’prec’][totalDays,:,:] = (percentPr ∗

52 OriginalData[totalDays,:,:])

53

54 # increment total days, to keep track of which day you are

55 # altering in the file

56 totalDays += 1

57

58 else:

59 for k in range(numDaysInRegYear):

60

61 # Summer time −> June−July−August

62 # Alter the original data, and save it to the file

63 if 151 <= k <= 242:

64 dset[’prec’][totalDays,:,:] = (percentPr ∗

65 OriginalData[totalDays,:,:])

66

67 # increment total days, to keep track of which day you are

68 # altering in the file

69 totalDays += 1
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A.3 Python Code - Plots

1 #!/usr/bin/env python3

2 # −∗− coding: utf−8 −∗−

3 ’’’

4 Created on July 17 2019

5 Code to analyze and plot CWATM diagnostics processed by script

6 ”create timeseries CWATM.py”

7 @author: M. Puma; N. Woodruff

8 ’’’

9

10 # Import Modules and define functions − Everything you could possibly need is

11 #imported

12 import calendar

13 import datetime

14 import os

15 import numpy as np

16 import numpy.ma as ma

17 import netCDF4

18 import matplotlib

19 import copy

20 from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

21 import scipy

22 import scipy.signal

23 import scipy.io as sio
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24 import seaborn as sns

25 import pandas as pd

26 import scipy.stats as stats

27 import statsmodels.api as sm

28 from IPython.display import display

29 #from mpl toolkits.basemap import Basemap, cm, maskoceans

30

31 # cartopy stuff

32 import cartopy

33 import cartopy.crs as ccrs

34 import cartopy.feature as cfeature

35 from shapely.geometry.polygon import LinearRing

36 from cartopy.mpl.ticker import LongitudeFormatter, LatitudeFormatter

37

38 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

39 # Start of the class

40 # The purpose of this class is to take all the CWatM Rhine Output monthly data

41 # and make difference plots. The code can also be altered for regular plots

42 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

43 class Rhine Meteo Var Plots:

44 def init (self, folder data type, folder data change, units):

45

46 # Month Vector

47 self.mons = np.array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12])

48

49 # naming to help with handling the computation of all the different
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50 # hydrological changes

51 self.folder data change = folder data change

52 self.folder data type = folder data type

53

54 # Determine which conversion factor will be used

55 if folder data type == ’annual’:

56 self.unit conv = 1000∗365 #Units = mm/year

57 elif folder data type == ’monthly’:

58 # Use this if you are averaging only certain months, and want daily

59 # averaged data in the region

60 self.unit conv = 1000

61

62 # Use this if you are averaging over the months and want the units

63 # to be /month

64 #self.unit conv = 1000∗12 # Units = mm/month

65 else:

66 self.unit conv = 1000 # Units = mm/day

67

68 # Some units do not have a ’/time’, and only need this conversion

69 self.unit conv noTime = 1000 # Units = mm

70 self.units = units

71

72 ## Directories

73 self.dir name = ’C:/Users/nwoodruf/Desktop/nasa/rhine30min/output’

74 self.dir name 2 = (’C:/Users/nwoodruf/Desktop/nasa/rhine30min/output/’

75 + folder data change + ’/’ + folder data type)
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76

77 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

78 # For obtaining lat and lon values

79 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

80 def load lat lon(self):

81 # Pull out time invariant variables (gridcell area, lat, lon)

82 fname = self.dir name + ’/orig/monthly/Precipitation_monthavg.nc’

83

84 # Open this netcdf file. Load Dimension/Fixed Variables

85 with netCDF4.Dataset(fname) as ncfile:

86 # Load variables

87 self.lat = ncfile.variables[’lat’][:] # latitude, degrees

88 self.lon = ncfile.variables[’lon’][:] # longitude, degrees

89

90 def read orig var(self):

91 # Load Original Data−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

92

93 # Soil Moisture First Level (m)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

94 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name+’/orig/annual/sum_w1_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

95 sum w1 all = ncfile.variables[’sum_w1_annualavg’][:,:,:]

96 sum w1 all ∗= self.unit conv noTime # units converted to mm/year

97

98 # Soil Moisture Second Level (m)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

99 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name+’/orig/annual/sum_w2_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

100 sum w2 all = ncfile.variables[’sum_w2_annualavg’][:,:,:]

101 sum w2 all ∗= self.unit conv noTime # units converted to mm/year
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102

103 # Temperature (degrees C) Historical−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

104 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name+’/orig/annual/Tavg_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

105 Tavg all = ncfile.variables[’Tavg_annualavg’][:,:,:]

106

107 # Evapotranspiration (m/day)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

108 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name+’/orig/annual/ETRef_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

109 ETRef all = ncfile.variables[’ETRef_annualavg’][:,:,:]

110 ETRef all ∗= self.unit conv # units converted to mm/year

111

112 # runoff (m/day) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

113 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name+’/orig/annual/runoff_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

114 runoff all = ncfile.variables[’runoff_annualavg’][:,:,:]

115 runoff all ∗= self.unit conv # Units converted to mm/year

116

117 # totalET (m/day) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

118 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name+’/orig/annual/totalET_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

119 totalET all = ncfile.variables[’totalET_annualavg’][:,:,:]

120 totalET all ∗= self.unit conv # units converted to mm/year

121

122 # baseflow (m/day) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

123 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name+’/orig/annual/baseflow_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

124 baseflow all = ncfile.variables[’baseflow_annualavg’][:,:,:]

125 baseflow all ∗= self.unit conv # Units converted to mm/year

126

127 # discharge (mˆ3/year) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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128 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name+’/orig/annual/discharge_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

129 discharge all = ncfile.variables[’discharge_annualavg’][:,:,:]

130

131 # Precipitation m/day −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

132 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name+’/orig/annual/Precipitation_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

133 Precipitation all = ncfile.variables[’Precipitation_annualavg’][:,:,:]

134 Precipitation all ∗= self.unit conv # Units converted to mm/year

135

136 # Ground Water Recharg (m/day) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

137 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name+’/orig/annual/sum_gwRecharge_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

138 sum gwRecharge all = ncfile.variables[’sum_gwRecharge_annualavg’][:,:,:]

139 sum gwRecharge all ∗= self.unit conv # Units converted to mm/year

140

141 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

142 # June July August Analysis code

143 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

144 ’’’

145 # Splice the data here − JJA

146 totMon = 0

147 extMon = 0

148 for i in range(1981, 2011):

149 numMon = 12 # same as self.mons but that is an array

150

151 for j in range(numMon):

152

153 # Summer time −> June−July−Aug
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154 if 5 <= j <= 7:

155 Tavg JJA[extMon,:,:] = Tavg all[totMon,:,:]

156 ETRef JJA[extMon,:,:] = ETRef all[totMon,:,:]

157 runoff JJA[extMon,:,:] = runoff all[totMon,:,:]

158 totalET JJA[extMon,:,:] = totalET all[totMon,:,:]

159 baseflow JJA[extMon,:,:] = baseflow all[totMon,:,:]

160 discharge JJA[extMon,:,:] = discharge all[totMon,:,:]

161 Precipitation JJA[extMon,:,:] = Precipitation all[totMon,:,:]

162 sum gwRecharge JJA[extMon,:,:] = sum gwRecharge all[totMon,:,:]

163 sum w1 JJA[extMon,:,:] = sum w1 all[totMon,:,:]

164 sum w2 JJA[extMon,:,:] = sum w2 all[totMon,:,:]

165

166 extMon += 1

167

168 totMon += 1

169

170 ### Calculate averages for one period

171 sum w1 meanlatlon = np.mean(sum w1 JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

172 sum w2 meanlatlon = np.mean(sum w2 JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

173 Tavg meanlatlon = np.mean(Tavg JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

174 ETRef meanlatlon = np.mean(ETRef JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

175 runoff meanlatlon = np.mean(runoff JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

176 totalET meanlatlon = np.mean(totalET JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

177 baseflow meanlatlon = np.mean(baseflow JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

178 discharge meanlatlon = np.mean(discharge JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

179 Precipitation meanlatlon = np.mean(Precipitation JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)
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180 sum gwRecharge meanlatlon = np.mean(sum gwRecharge JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

181 p et = Precipitation meanlatlon − totalET meanlatlon

182 ’’’

183

184 ### Calculate averages for one period

185 sum w1 meanlatlon = np.mean(sum w1 all[:,:,:],axis=0)

186 sum w2 meanlatlon = np.mean(sum w2 all[:,:,:],axis=0)

187 Tavg meanlatlon = np.mean(Tavg all[:,:,:],axis=0)

188 ETRef meanlatlon = np.mean(ETRef all[:,:,:],axis=0)

189 runoff meanlatlon = np.mean(runoff all[:,:,:],axis=0)

190 totalET meanlatlon = np.mean(totalET all[:,:,:],axis=0)

191 baseflow meanlatlon = np.mean(baseflow all[:,:,:],axis=0)

192 discharge meanlatlon = np.mean(discharge all[:,:,:],axis=0)

193 Precipitation meanlatlon = np.mean(Precipitation all[:,:,:],axis=0)

194 sum gwRecharge meanlatlon = np.mean(sum gwRecharge all[:,:,:],axis=0)

195 p e = Precipitation meanlatlon − totalET meanlatlon

196

197 self.orig meteo var = np.array([Tavg meanlatlon, ETRef meanlatlon,

198 runoff meanlatlon, totalET meanlatlon,

199 baseflow meanlatlon, discharge meanlatlon,

200 Precipitation meanlatlon,

201 sum gwRecharge meanlatlon,

202 p e,sum w1 meanlatlon,sum w2 meanlatlon])

203

204 def read new var(self):

205 # Load Data−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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206

207 # Temperature (degrees C) Historical−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

208 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name 2+’/Tavg_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

209 Tavg all = ncfile.variables[’Tavg_annualavg’][:,:,:]

210

211 # Evapotranspiration (m/day)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

212 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name 2+’/ETRef_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

213 ETRef all = ncfile.variables[’ETRef_annualavg’][:,:,:]

214 ETRef all ∗= self.unit conv # units converted to mm/year

215

216 # runoff (m/day)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

217 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name 2+’/runoff_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

218 runoff all = ncfile.variables[’runoff_annualavg’][:,:,:]

219 runoff all ∗= self.unit conv # Units converted to mm/year

220

221 # totalET (m/day)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

222 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name 2+’/totalET_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

223 totalET all = ncfile.variables[’totalET_annualavg’][:,:,:]

224 totalET all ∗= self.unit conv # units converted to mm/year

225

226 # baseflow (m/day)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

227 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name 2+’/baseflow_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

228 baseflow all = ncfile.variables[’baseflow_annualavg’][:,:,:]

229 baseflow all ∗= self.unit conv # Units converted to mm/year

230

231 # discharge (mˆ3/s)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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232 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name 2+’/discharge_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

233 discharge all = ncfile.variables[’discharge_annualavg’][:,:,:]

234

235 # Precipitation (m/day)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

236 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name 2+’/Precipitation_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

237 Precipitation all = ncfile.variables[’Precipitation_annualavg’][:,:,:]

238 Precipitation all ∗= self.unit conv # Units converted to mm/year

239

240 # Ground Water Recharg (m/day)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

241 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name 2+’/sum_gwRecharge_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

242 sum gwRecharge all = ncfile.variables[’sum_gwRecharge_annualavg’][:,:,:]

243 sum gwRecharge all ∗= self.unit conv # Units converted to mm/year

244

245 # Soil Moisture First Level (m/day)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

246 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name 2+’/sum_w1_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

247 sum w1 all = ncfile.variables[’sum_w1_annualavg’][:,:,:]

248 sum w1 all ∗= self.unit conv noTime # Units converted to mm/year

249

250 # Soil Moisture Second Level (m/day)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

251 with netCDF4.Dataset(self.dir name 2+’/sum_w2_annualavg.nc’) as ncfile:

252 sum w2 all = ncfile.variables[’sum_w2_annualavg’][:,:,:]

253 sum w2 all ∗= self.unit conv noTime # Units converted to mm/year

254

255 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

256 # June July August Analysis code

257 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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258 ’’’

259 # Splice the data here − JJA

260 totMon = 0

261 extMon = 0

262 for i in range(1981, 2011):

263 numMon = 12 # same as self.mons but that is an array

264

265 for j in range(numMon):

266

267 # Summer time −> June−July−Aug

268 if 5 <= j <= 7:

269 Tavg JJA[extMon,:,:] = Tavg all[totMon,:,:]

270 ETRef JJA[extMon,:,:] = ETRef all[totMon,:,:]

271 runoff JJA[extMon,:,:] = runoff all[totMon,:,:]

272 totalET JJA[extMon,:,:] = totalET all[totMon,:,:]

273 baseflow JJA[extMon,:,:] = baseflow all[totMon,:,:]

274 discharge JJA[extMon,:,:] = discharge all[totMon,:,:]

275 Precipitation JJA[extMon,:,:] = Precipitation all[totMon,:,:]

276 sum gwRecharge JJA[extMon,:,:] = sum gwRecharge all[totMon,:,:]

277 sum w1 JJA[extMon,:,:] = sum w1 all[totMon,:,:]

278 sum w2 JJA[extMon,:,:] = sum w2 all[totMon,:,:]

279

280 extMon += 1

281

282 totMon += 1

283
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284 ### Calculate averages for one period

285 sum w1 meanlatlon = np.mean(sum w1 JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

286 sum w2 meanlatlon = np.mean(sum w2 JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

287 Tavg meanlatlon = np.mean(Tavg JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

288 ETRef meanlatlon = np.mean(ETRef JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

289 runoff meanlatlon = np.mean(runoff JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

290 totalET meanlatlon = np.mean(totalET JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

291 baseflow meanlatlon = np.mean(baseflow JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

292 discharge meanlatlon = np.mean(discharge JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

293 Precipitation meanlatlon = np.mean(Precipitation JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

294 sum gwRecharge meanlatlon = np.mean(sum gwRecharge JJA[:,:,:],axis=0)

295 p et = Precipitation meanlatlon − totalET meanlatlon

296 ’’’

297

298 ### Calculate averages for one period

299 sum w1 meanlatlon = np.mean(sum w1 all[:,:,:],axis=0)

300 sum w2 meanlatlon = np.mean(sum w2 all[:,:,:],axis=0)

301 Tavg meanlatlon = np.mean(Tavg all[:,:,:],axis=0)

302 ETRef meanlatlon = np.mean(ETRef all[:,:,:],axis=0)

303 runoff meanlatlon = np.mean(runoff all[:,:,:],axis=0)

304 totalET meanlatlon = np.mean(totalET all[:,:,:],axis=0)

305 baseflow meanlatlon = np.mean(baseflow all[:,:,:],axis=0)

306 discharge meanlatlon = np.mean(discharge all[:,:,:],axis=0)

307 Precipitation meanlatlon = np.mean(Precipitation all[:,:,:],axis=0)

308 sum gwRecharge meanlatlon = np.mean(sum gwRecharge all[:,:,:],axis=0)

309 p e = Precipitation meanlatlon − totalET meanlatlon
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310

311 self.new meteo var = np.array([Tavg meanlatlon, ETRef meanlatlon,

312 runoff meanlatlon, totalET meanlatlon,

313 baseflow meanlatlon,discharge meanlatlon,

314 Precipitation meanlatlon,

315 sum gwRecharge meanlatlon,

316 p e,sum w1 meanlatlon,sum w2 meanlatlon])

317

318 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

319 # Loop through all the arrays of the meteo variables,

320 # creating a plot for every one

321 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

322 def scatter plot(self):

323

324 # 3 = totalET, 5 = discharge/streamflow, 6 = prec, 7 = GWRecharge

325 #

326 meteo var = np.array([self.new meteo var[3], self.new meteo var[5],

327 self.new meteo var[6], self.new meteo var[7],

328 self.new meteo var[9], self.new meteo var[10]])

329

330 meanE = np.mean(meteo var[0])

331 meanP = np.mean(meteo var[2])

332 meanP E = meanP − meanE

333 mean = meteo var[1]

334 meanDis = mean[0,2]

335 meanGW = np.mean(meteo var[3])
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336 meanSum1 = np.mean(meteo var[4])

337 meanSum2 = np.mean(meteo var[5])

338

339 # P−E, Discharge, streamflow, Evapotrans, Groundwater, Soil Moisture 1,

340 # Soil Moisture 2

341 return(np.array([meanP E, meanDis, meanE, meanGW, meanSum1, meanSum2]))

342

343 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

344 # Function for creating geographical plots of mean yearly values.

345 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

346 def plot(self, diffPlot = True, origPlot = True):

347

348 # Borders for mapping: Cultural borders

349 states provinces = cfeature.NaturalEarthFeature(

350 category=’cultural’,

351 name=’admin_1_states_provinces_lines’,

352 scale=’50m’,

353 facecolor=’none’)

354

355 # Coastline

356 newcoast = cfeature.NaturalEarthFeature(’physical’, ’coastline’, ’10m’,

357 edgecolor=’k’,facecolor=’none’)

358 #Lakes

359 newlake = cfeature.NaturalEarthFeature(’physical’, ’lakes’, ’10m’,

360 edgecolor=’k’, facecolor=’none’)

361 # Set plot styles
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362 # Formatting for titles

363 fontdict title = {’fontsize’: 36}

364 fig size = np.array([10,10])

365

366 # Formatting for figures

367 # style new = {’xtick.direction’: ’in’, \

368 # ’ytick.direction’: ’in’, \

369 # ’font.sans−serif’: ’Arial’}

370

371 # Regions for averaging (southwest & southeast)

372 # latlon swusa = np.array([−115,−100,28,40])

373 # latlon seusa = np.array([−95,−75,28,37])

374

375 # Setup some map ocean color

376 ocean color = np.float64([209,230,241])/255

377 clevsArray = np.array((0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1.0))

378

379 # Create New Colormap With a Limited Number of entries

380 # Only needed to set bins for pcolor/pcolormesh

381 nmap=plt.cm.get cmap(name=’viridis’,lut=9)

382 # Only needed to set bins for pcolor/pcolormesh

383 #nmap=plt.cm.get cmap(name=plt.cm.BrBG,lut=9)

384 #nmap=plt.cm.get cmap(name=’BrBG’,lut=12)

385

386 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

387 # Boolean statement to determine plots plotted
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388 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

389

390 if diffPlot == True:

391 meteo var = self.new meteo var − self.orig meteo var

392 title = ’Difference ’

393

394 elif diffPlot == False and origPlot == True:

395 meteo var = self.orig meteo var

396 title = ’Original ’

397

398 elif diffPlot == False and origPlot == False:

399 meteo var = self.new meteo var

400 title = ’New ’

401

402 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

403 # Loop through all the arrays of the meteo variables,

404 # creating a plot for every one

405 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

406

407 # Lat/Lon range for regional map

408 extent lonlat = (−10, 25, 43, 58)

409

410 # the ’−1’ will make the sum gw recharge plot not print.

411 for i in range(2,3):#len(meteo var)):

412

413 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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414 # Hydrologic Variables 1990 − 2013

415 data map = copy.deepcopy(meteo var[i])

416 if i == 0: #Temp

417 clevs = 12∗clevsArray

418 elif i == 1: #ETRef

419 clevs = 8e2∗clevsArray

420 elif i == 2: #Runoff

421 clevs = 2e−2∗clevsArray

422 elif i == 3: #ET

423 clevs = 750∗clevsArray

424 elif i == 4: #Baseflow

425 clevs = .04∗clevsArray

426 elif i == 5: #Discharge

427 clevs = 5e2∗clevsArray

428 elif i == 6: #Prec

429 clevs = 2e3∗clevsArray

430 elif i == 7: #Ground Water

431 clevs = 1e2∗clevsArray

432 elif i == 8: #P−E

433 clevs = 1e3∗clevsArray

434 elif i == 9: #50 mm > Moisture

435 clevs = 25∗clevsArray

436 elif i == 10: # 2000 mm > Soil Moisture > 50 mm

437 clevs = 350∗clevsArray

438

439 # only needed to set bins for pcolor/pcolormesh
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440 bluemap = plt.cm.get cmap(name=’Blues’,lut=clevs.size−1)

441 greenmap = plt.cm.get cmap(name=’Greens’,lut=clevs.size−1)

442

443 fig = plt.figure(figsize=(12, 12))

444 ax = fig.add subplot(1, 1, 1,

445 projection=ccrs.Orthographic(central longitude=6,

446 central latitude=49,

447 globe=None))

448 #m = ax.contourf(lon, lat, data map, clevs, transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(),cmap=’Blues’,extend=”max”)

449

450 m1 = ax.pcolormesh(self.lon−1.25, self.lat−1, data map,

451 transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(), \

452 cmap=bluemap, vmin=np.min(clevs),vmax=np.max(clevs))

453 m2 = ax.pcolormesh(self.lon−1.25, self.lat−1, data map,

454 transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(), \

455 cmap= greenmap, vmin=np.min(clevs),vmax=np.max(clevs))

456 # #9−class BuGn

457 ax.coastlines()

458 ax.set global()

459 ax.set extent(extent lonlat, crs=ccrs.PlateCarree())

460 #ax.gridlines(xlocs=np.arange(−180,190,10),ylocs=np.arange(−180,190,10))

461 ax.add feature(cfeature.BORDERS, linewidth=0.5, linestyle=’-’,

462 edgecolor=’k’)

463 ax.add feature(states provinces, linewidth=0.5, linestyle=’-’,

464 edgecolor=’k’)

465 ax.add feature(newcoast,linewidth=0.5,linestyle=’-’,edgecolor=’k’)
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466 ax.add feature(newlake,linewidth=0.5,linestyle=’-’,edgecolor=’k’)

467 ax.add feature(cartopy.feature.LAND,color=’w’,zorder=0,

468 edgecolor=’k’)

469 ax.add feature(cartopy.feature.OCEAN,color=ocean color,zorder=0,

470 edgecolor=’k’)

471 ax.add feature(cfeature.BORDERS, linewidth=0.5, linestyle=’-’,

472 edgecolor=’k’)

473 ax.add feature(cartopy.feature.OCEAN,color=ocean color,zorder=1)

474 ax.add feature(newcoast, linewidth=1, linestyle=’-’, zorder=2,

475 edgecolor=’k’)

476

477 if i == 0:

478 ax.text(−15,59, title + ’Annual Temperature ’ + self.units[i],

479 transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(),fontsize=32,

480 fontweight="normal", \ horizontalalignment=’left’,

481 verticalalignment=’center’,)

482 # Colorbar

483 cbar=plt.colorbar(m1,orientation="horizontal",

484 fraction=0.08,pad=0.04)#,ticks=clevs)

485 cbar.ax.tick params(labelsize=15)

486

487 elif i == 1:

488 ax.text(−15,59,title + ’Annual Ref. Evap. ’ + self.units[i],

489 transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(),fontsize=32,

490 fontweight="normal", \ horizontalalignment=’left’,

491 verticalalignment=’center’,)
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492 # Colorbar

493 cbar=plt.colorbar(m2,orientation="horizontal",fraction=0.08,

494 pad=0.04)#,ticks=clevs)

495 cbar.ax.tick params(labelsize=15)

496

497 elif i == 2:

498 ax.text(−15,59,title + self.folder data type + ’ Runoff ’ +

499 self.units[i],transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(),fontsize=32,

500 fontweight="normal", \ horizontalalignment=’left’,

501 verticalalignment=’center’,)

502 # Colorbar

503 cbar=plt.colorbar(m1,orientation="horizontal",

504 fraction=0.08,pad=0.04)#,ticks=clevs)

505 cbar.ax.tick params(labelsize=15)

506

507 elif i == 3:

508 ax.text(−15,59,title + self.folder data type + ’ Baseline ET’ +

509 self.units[i],transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(),

510 fontsize=32,fontweight="normal", \

511 horizontalalignment=’left’,verticalalignment=’center’,)

512 # Colorbar

513 cbar=plt.colorbar(m2,orientation="horizontal",

514 fraction=0.08,pad=0.04)#,ticks=clevs)

515 cbar.ax.tick params(labelsize=15)

516

517 elif i == 4:
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518 ax.text(−15,59,title + self.folder data type + ’ baseflow ’

519 + self.units[i],transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(),

520 fontsize=32,fontweight="normal", \

521 horizontalalignment=’left’,verticalalignment=’center’,)

522 # Colorbar)#

523 cbar=plt.colorbar(m1,orientation="horizontal",

524 fraction=0.08,pad=0.04)#,ticks=clevs)

525 cbar.ax.tick params(labelsize=15)

526

527 elif i == 5:

528 ax.text(−15,59, title + self.folder data type +

529 ’ Baseline Discharge ’ + self.units[i],

530 transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(),fontsize=32,

531 fontweight="normal", \

532 horizontalalignment=’left’,verticalalignment=’center’,)

533 # Colorbar

534 cbar=plt.colorbar(m1,orientation="horizontal",

535 fraction=0.08,pad=0.04)#,ticks=clevs)

536 cbar.ax.tick params(labelsize=15)

537

538 elif i == 6:

539 ax.text(−15,59, title + self.folder data type +

540 ’ Baseline Precipitation ’ + self.units[i],

541 transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(),

542 fontsize=32,fontweight="normal", \

543 horizontalalignment=’left’,verticalalignment=’center’,)
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544 # Colorbar)#

545 cbar=plt.colorbar(m1,orientation="horizontal",

546 fraction=0.08,pad=0.04)#,ticks=clevs)

547 cbar.ax.tick params(labelsize=15)

548

549 elif i == 7:

550 ax.text(−15,59.5, title + self.folder data type +

551 ’ Baseline Groundwater Recharge’ + self.units[i],

552 transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(),fontsize=32,

553 fontweight="normal", \

554 horizontalalignment=’left’, verticalalignment=’center’,)

555 # Colorbar

556 cbar=plt.colorbar(m1,orientation="horizontal",

557 fraction=0.08,pad=0.04)#,ticks=clevs)

558 cbar.ax.tick params(labelsize=15)

559

560 ax.text(−14.75,58.5,units,transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(),

561 fontsize=28,fontweight="normal", \

562 horizontalalignment=’left’,verticalalignment=’center’,)

563

564 elif i == 8:

565 ax.text(−15,59,title + self.folder data type + ’ Baseline P-E ’

566 + self.units[i],transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(),

567 fontsize=32,fontweight="normal", \

568 horizontalalignment=’left’, verticalalignment=’center’,)

569 # Colorbar
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570 cbar=plt.colorbar(m2,orientation="horizontal",

571 fraction=0.08,pad=0.04)#,ticks=clevs)

572 cbar.ax.tick params(labelsize=15)

573

574 elif i == 9:

575 ax.text(−15,59,title + self.folder data type

576 + ’ Soil Moisture 0-50 ’ + self.units[i],

577 transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(),fontsize=32,

578 fontweight="normal", \

579 horizontalalignment=’left’,verticalalignment=’center’,)

580 # Colorbar

581 cbar=plt.colorbar(m2,orientation="horizontal",

582 fraction=0.08,pad=0.04)#,ticks=clevs)

583 cbar.ax.tick params(labelsize=15)

584

585 elif i == 10:

586 ax.text(−15,59,title + self.folder data type

587 + ’ Soil Moisture 50-2000 ’ +

588 self.units[i],transform=ccrs.PlateCarree(),

589 fontsize=32,fontweight="normal", \

590 horizontalalignment=’left’,verticalalignment=’center’,)

591 # Colorbar

592 cbar=plt.colorbar(m2,orientation="horizontal",

593 fraction=0.08,pad=0.04)#,ticks=clevs)

594 cbar.ax.tick params(labelsize=15)

595
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596 # Saving the plots as a JPG

597 # if i == 0:

598 # fig.savefig(self.dir name + ’/Plots/’ + self.folder data change + ’/’ + title+’Tavg.jpg’,format=’JPG’)

599 # elif i == 1:

600 # fig.savefig(self.dir name + ’/Plots/’ + self.folder data change + ’/’ + title+’ETRef.jpg’,format=’JPG’)

601 # elif i == 2:

602 # fig.savefig(self.dir name + ’/Plots/’ + self.folder data change + ’/’ + title+’runoff.jpg’,format=’JPG’)

603 # elif i == 3:

604 # fig.savefig(self.dir name + ’/Plots/’ + self.folder data change + ’/’ + title+’totalET.jpg’,format=’JPG’)

605 # elif i == 4:

606 # fig.savefig(self.dir name + ’/Plots/’ + self.folder data change + ’/’ + title+’baseflow.jpg’,format=’JPG’)

607 # elif i == 5:

608 # fig.savefig(self.dir name + ’/Plots/’ + self.folder data change + ’/’ + title+’discharge.jpg’,format=’JPG’)

609 # elif i == 6:

610 # fig.savefig(self.dir name + ’/Plots/’ + self.folder data change + ’/’ + title+’Precipitation.jpg’,format=’JPG’)

611 # elif i == 7:

612 # fig.savefig(self.dir name + ’/Plots/’ + self.folder data change + ’/’ + title+’sum gwRecharge.jpg’,format=’JPG’)

613

614 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

615 # Initialize Class

616 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

617

618 # Decide now wether you want to enumerate or not

619 # If you choose not to enumerate through, then pick what variables you want to create the plots

620 P ET = []

621 streamflow = []
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622 Groundwater = []

623 ET = []

624 w1 = []

625 w2 = []

626

627 x = np.array([−50, −40, −30, −20, −10, 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50])

628

629 folder data type = np.array([’annual’, ’monthly’, ’daily’])

630 folder data change = np.array([’x0.5_Prec’, ’x0.6_Prec’, ’x0.7_Prec’,

631 ’x0.8_Prec’, ’x0.9_Prec’, ’x1.0_Prec’,

632 ’x1.1_Prec’, ’x1.2_Prec’, ’x1.3_Prec’,

633 ’x1.4_Prec’, ’x1.5_Prec’])

634 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

635 # Depending on the units you are plotting your graphs in, comment the lines of

636 # code that you do not need.

637 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

638

639 # Annual Units

640 units = np.array([’deg C’, ’mm/year’, ’mm/year’, ’mm/year’, ’m^3/s’, ’mm/year’,

641 ’mm/year’,’mm/year’,’mm’,’mm’])

642 # Monthly Units

643 # units = np.array([’deg C’, ’mm/month’, ’mm/month’, ’mm/month’, ’mˆ3/s’, ’mm/month’,

644 # ’mm/month’,’mm/month’,’mm’,’mm’])

645 # Daily Units

646 # units = np.array([’deg C’, ’mm/day’, ’mm/day’, ’mm/day’, ’mˆ3/s’, ’mm/day’,

647 # ’mm/day’,’mm/day’,’mm’,’mm’])
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648

649

650 #Prec Change = Rhine Meteo Var Plots(folder data type[0], folder data change[5], units)

651 #Prec Change.load lat lon()

652 #Prec Change.read orig var()

653 #Prec Change.read new var()

654 #Prec Change.plot(diffPlot = False, origPlot = True)

655

656

657 for i in range(len(folder data change)):

658 Prec Change = Rhine Meteo Var Plots(folder data type[0],

659 folder data change[i], units)

660 Prec Change.load lat lon()

661 Prec Change.read orig var()

662 Prec Change.read new var()

663 # Prec Change.plot(diffPlot = False, origPlot = True)

664 data = Prec Change.scatter plot() # P−E, streamflow, Groundwater

665 P ET.append(data[0])

666 streamflow.append(data[1])

667 ET.append(data[2])

668 Groundwater.append(data[3])

669 w1.append(data[4])

670 w2.append(data[5])

671

672 plt.figure(figsize=(8, 5), dpi=100)

673
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674 plt.scatter(x, Groundwater)

675 plt.title(’Annual Groundwater Recharge’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

676 plt.xlabel(’Precipitation Difference (%)’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

677 plt.ylabel(’mm/yr’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

678 plt.grid(True, which = ’both’)

679 plt.axhline(y=0, color = ’k’)

680 plt.axvline(x=0, color = ’k’)

681 plt.show()

682

683 plt.figure(figsize=(8, 5), dpi=100)

684

685 plt.scatter(x, P ET)

686 plt.title(’Annual P - E’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

687 plt.xlabel(’Precipitation Difference (%)’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

688 plt.ylabel(’mm/yr’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

689 plt.grid(True, which = ’both’)

690 plt.axhline(y=0, color = ’k’)

691 plt.axvline(x=0, color = ’k’)

692 plt.show()

693

694 plt.figure(figsize=(8, 5), dpi=100)

695

696 plt.scatter(x, streamflow)

697 plt.title(’Annual Discharge at River Mouth’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

698 plt.xlabel(’Precipitation Difference (%)’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

699 plt.ylabel(’m^3/s’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")
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700 plt.grid(True, which = ’both’)

701 plt.axhline(y=0, color = ’k’)

702 plt.axvline(x=0, color = ’k’)

703 plt.show()

704

705 plt.figure(figsize=(8, 5), dpi=100)

706

707 plt.scatter(x, ET)

708 plt.title(’Annual Evapotranspiration’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

709 plt.xlabel(’Precipitation Difference (%)’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

710 plt.ylabel(’mm/yr’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

711 plt.grid(True, which = ’both’)

712 #plt.axhline(y=0, color = ’k’)

713 plt.axvline(x=0, color = ’k’)

714 plt.show()

715

716 plt.figure(figsize=(8, 5), dpi=100)

717

718 plt.scatter(x, w1)

719 plt.title(’Summer soil moisture (0-50 mm)’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

720 plt.xlabel(’Precipitation Difference (%)’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

721 plt.ylabel(’mm’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

722 plt.grid(True, which = ’both’)

723 #plt.axhline(y=0, color = ’k’)

724 plt.axvline(x=0, color = ’k’)

725 plt.show()
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726

727 plt.figure(figsize=(8, 5), dpi=100)

728

729 plt.scatter(x, w2)

730 plt.title(’Summer soil moisture (50 - 2000 mm)’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

731 plt.xlabel(’Precipitation Difference (%)’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

732 plt.ylabel(’mm’,fontsize=16,fontweight="normal")

733 plt.grid(True, which = ’both’)

734 #plt.axhline(y=0, color = ’k’)

735 plt.axvline(x=0, color = ’k’)

736 plt.show()

737

738 # if i == 0:

739 # fig.savefig(self.dir name + ’/Plots/scatter/’ + self.folder data change + ’/’ + title+’runoff scatter.jpg’,format=’JPG’)

740 # elif i == 1:

741 # fig.savefig(self.dir name + ’/Plots/scatter/’ + self.folder data change + ’/’ + title+’totalET scatter.jpg’,format=’JPG’)

742 # elif i == 2:

743 # fig.savefig(self.dir name + ’/Plots/scatter/’ + self.folder data change + ’/’ + title+’streamflow scatter.jpg’,format=’JPG’)

744 # elif i == 3:

745 # fig.savefig(self.dir name + ’/Plots/scatter/’ + self.folder data change + ’/’ + title+’GW scatter.jpg’,format=’JPG’)
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